
Conversion Note
INTRODUCTION: Welcome to issue #21 of "The Log That Flies", a roleplaying and science fiction zine from May 1996. It was originally written for the Interregnum amateur publishing association (APA) by Peter Maranci (that's me). I published Interregnum from issues #1-#26, after which I burned out and eventually passed the reins along to Kiralee McCauley. After another 18 issues or so, Interregnum ended for good.Interregnum (IR for short) usually contained 8-12 zines by different authors, and ran from 60 - 120 total pages per issue. It was customary for each zine to have an article on the topic selected by the editor (i.e. me), comments on zines from the previous issue, and anything else that the writer felt like talking about.I used a desktop publishing program called Publish-It 4.0 for Windows to create this zine. Unfortunately that program is WAY out of date, and no longer plays well with Adobe Acrobat; it's a miracle that I can still open the files!Since I can't output directly to Adobe Acrobat any more, I printed the zine and scanned it as a PDF. I've annotated it from a modern August 2008) perspective for your reading pleasure. I wrote 26 issues of TLTF for Interregnum. Prior to that I'd written 22 zines for IR's predecessor, The Wild Hunt APA. If you're counting, that's 50 zines in all. Interregnum ceased publication in 2002.If you're looking for more of this sort of thing, you'll find lots in the Zines section of http://www.maranci.net/rq.htm, including at least a couple of complete issues of the entire Interregnum APA (that is, ALL of the zines - not just mine).
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CONVERSION NOTE: As with most of my zines, the text for this issue was written in ASCII using a great old text editor called PC-Write 2.5. I then imported the text into Publish-It 4.0 for Windows, an early desk-top-publishing program. It tended to crash quite a lot.Some minor editing and resizing was needed for this online version, because some of the old fonts are no longer available; that threw things off. Still, this version is virtually identical to the zine that was originally published in April 1996.I hope you enjoy it! ->Peter
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All of this contact information is long out of date, of course. If you want to reach me, pmaranci@gmail.com is your best choice; I'll be glad to hear from you, unless you're a spammer.I had subtitled most of my zines for The Wild Hunt APA, but stopped doing that once I started Interregnum until "The Log That Flies" #15.
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It's even more unlikely now, twelve - whoops, THIRTEEN - years later!Not that I'm heartbroken. It was a good show with some effective moments, but I'd virtually forgotten about it.
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Humor was always a key ingredient in Scott's PCs. :D
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As I recall (twelve and a half years later) Vuli frequently endangered the entire party with his naive ways.
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Ever noticed how most roleplayers hate to play stupid characters? Although some do, of course, and are great at it. I suspect that a willingness to play against type is one mark of a good roleplayer.
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This scenario is one of the featured RuneQuest scenarios on my site; it's available at http://www.maranci.net/3f01.htm . It was also published in Tradetalk #5, a RuneQuest fanzine.
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See the online version at http://www.maranci.net/3f01.htm if you really can't guess who the Lunar Agent was.
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Unkel Feg was a little joke, a tribute of sorts to a vile character in an obscure book called "Uncle Fegg's Encyclopedia of All World Knowledge" by Monty Python alumns Terry Jones & Michael Palin. It was EXTREMELY funny.
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Comments are an APA tradition; it's customary for each zine contributor to comment on all the other zines in the previous issue. This provides valuable feedback, which is one of the best reasons for writing for an APA. Of course, quite often contributors don't comment on all the zines, or skip the whole commenting process. In any case, these comments are referring to some the zines in Interregnum #18 (I had fallen behind) and #19. Some of the other contributors were real-world friends (and some still are), while others were people I only corresponded with online. Some I'm still in touch with; others, I'm sorry to say, have disappeared.
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Post office clerks are the mortal enemies of APA editors, it seems. Well, not ALL clerks; just the nasty ones. I don't miss them!
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I don't remember that story, but it sounds interesting - I wish I could find that copy of IR!
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I was unmarried at the time, but got married only five years after I wrote this...to my great surprise. Since IR is gone I don't suppose my son will ever write for it (although who knows?), but there's a good chance that he'll read it!
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I was an associate editor for Tradetalk magazine, and much of my work consisted of taking poorly-translated articles and polishing them up. In extreme cases, that amounted to a virtual re-write.
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George recently ran for the Libertarian nomination for President; he didn't win, unfortunately. He'd have been far better than the candidate they DID pick, Bob Barr.
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It took me another year before I found a permanent job, actually.
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RAEBNC - "Read And Enjoyed But No Comment", the refuge of the lazy or procrastinating APA-zine contributor. Pronounced "ray-bink".


